I. Introduction
The difference between electromagnetic excitation of a generic cavity by hard gamma or brems3trahlung photons and the electromagnetic excitation of the generic cavity by direct electron beam (ebeam) injection are under long term investigation. This paper discusses only the direct e-beam inj ection dosimetry portion of the long term study. The electromagnetic excitation of a cavity with Compton electrons produced by thick target bremsstrahlung is not as cost-effective as electromagnetic excitation by direct e-beam injection.
Compton electrons affect the resulting electromagnetic (EM) field in two ways:
(1) the primary electrons, i.e., Compton current density (or directly injected relativistic electron current density) produce the currents and charge distributions that generate the electromagnetic field and (2) the secondary electrons created by slowing down of the primary electrons produce more secondary electrons which rapidly thermalize, becoming conduction electrons and thereby reducing the magnitude of the EM field.
A perfect simulation of the responses of a cavity to gamma rays or bremsstrahlung by direct electron injection would result in the same current density, Jc(t). The The overall experimental configuration is shown in figure 1. Electrons are accelerated at the diode to a maximum energy of 8 MeV, and the resulting relativistic beam has its -risetime sharpened by passing through the drift tube filled with ambient air or helium at a pressure less than 1 Torr. The beam then penetrates a 0.15-cm-thick steel wind-ow.
After penetrating the drift tube exit window, the relativistic electrons (now 6.6 MeV average) lose approximately 1.4 MeV in the process of pasing through the front-cavity wall (0.78 gm/cm of plastic plus aluminum). Figure 2 displays the positioning of the canonical cavity, the e-beam drift tube and 9 photodiode ionization detectors. A cross section of the canonical cavity wall is shown in figure 3 . In order to make the photodiode dose rate measurements more relevant to the dose rate inside the volume of the cavity, the six photodiodes positioned between the 0.15-cm-thick steel beam exit port and the canonical cavity were all covered by an absorber equivalent to the canonical cavity wall thickness. The details of the ionization detector coverings or enclosures are outlined in figure 4 . Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional grid of points at which thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) were positioned during e-beam shots. Two TLDs were positioned at each point.
One TLD was bare and measured the dose produced-by all the primary elect- figure 8 is shown in figure  9 . Two of the angular distributions are displayed in figure 10 .
The TLD telescope angular distribution mea8urements outlined in figure 8 are summarized in Table I .
C. Energy or Range Distribution
The schematic diagram of figure 11 depicts a "mosaic" dosimetry measurement that is an extension of the arrangement shown in figure 5 with two dosimeters per grid point. The 5-by 5-in. mosaic in figure 11 consists of five types of closely spaced dosimeters.
The difference between the dosimeter types -is the amount of absorption material. Dosimeters marked 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, and bare (0.0) are enclosed respectively, in 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.0 gm/cm Al absorbers and respond to primary electrons with energies greater than 4 MeV, 2 MeV, 1 MeV, 0.4 MeV, and a few eV, respectively-.
These dosimeter mosaics were uniformly spaced parallel to the cavity wall.
The results of two measurements based on a continuous slowing down approximation are summarized in figure 12 .
The "first-cut" analysis of the data shown in figure 12 has neglected electron energy straggling and multiple scattering. The analysis is based on continuous slowing down of the electrons at constant direction, and on the assumption of normal relativistic electron incidence on the mosaic. 
If the initial angular distribution of directly injected electrons is not collimated, equation (4) must be corrected for the angu]1ar distribution of the initial electron distribution .
As already indicated two measured angular distributions of electrons entering the center of the canonical cavity are plotted in figure 10 . An angular distribution correction of equation (4) Analysis of the data shown in figure 11 indicates that the total dose rate produced by the relativistic beam was underestimated by a factor of 6.2. Figure-13 Three dimensional grid dose-rate distribution measurements (figure 5) have been obtained for two e-beam shots. Figure 6a shows an isodose fit to the TLD dose measuren ents obtained with TLDs encapsulated in 1 gm/cm absorption capsules; the isodose curves correspond-to a reasonably spatial homogeneity.
The dose rate measured in the generic cavity closest to the e-beam port is, of course, highest. A troublesome experimental result is that obtained with the bare TLDs (presented in figure  6b ).
The "hot spot" away from the cavity wall nearest the e-beam port is anomalous.
We plan more three dimensional grid measurements and -many more multiabsorber mosaic measurements (figure 11) in an effort to obtain enough information to -solve the hot spot puzzle.
The effect of large electromagnetic fields (50kV/m) on the low energy tail of the electron beam spectrum is being investigated.
The angular distributions measured inside the generic cavity (figure 9) appear quite symmetrical about zero degrees and are good candidates for a conventional Monte Carlo calculation which neglects electric and magnetic field effects. The drivers, or source terms, of finite difference Maxwell equation solvers are current density J(r,t) and charge density distribution p(r,t). Another important parameter is the conductivity a(r,E,t). Eventually, the experimental techniques now being developed should allow a thorough spatial and temporal mapping of the electron current density, dose rate, and charge accumulation in any generic cavity under study.
The behavior of a cavity excited by relativistic electrons can be studied over a very large parameter space by using a diffuse e-beam with a reproducible "dial-a-pulset" shape. 
